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The report prais es H&M, which expertly leveraged celebrity influencers to herald an exclus ive collection las t year -- Iman for Kenzo x H&M.

By Rakin Azfar for Mobile Marketer
Instagram remains one of the most fertile grounds for brand engagement, but navigating algorithmic changes in its
news feed will be one of their primary challenges in the new year, according to a new report from L2.
L2's fourth annual Intelligence Report: Social Platforms 2017 accounts for the evolution of scope, strategy and
monetization for major social media platforms, focusing on Facebook, Instagram, Snapchat, T witter and YouT ube,
and, to a lesser extent, Pinterest and Chinese messaging platform WeChat. T he report essentially stands as a recap
of brand efforts on multiple platforms over the past year, with clear winners emerging in H&M, American Eagle and
Absolut Vodka.
"Asking how brands can respond to the algorithmic changes that Instagram and Facebook have made to news feeds
is the equivalent of asking, What do you do when Google changes its SEO algorithm?' You adopt and adjust your
focus accordingly," said Evan Neufeld, vice president of intelligence at L2. "I think brands continue to wish that
social media will slow down, stay stable, and not change.
"However, the fact is that it is changing all the time," he said. "T he good news is that all of these changes benefit
advertisers; changes in algorithms and API's make it easier for advertises to spend money to effectively reach
audiences.
"T he downside is that it is harder and harder to win organically on social media and more about working the paid
optionsspecifically what we are seeing happen with the news feeds on Facebook."
S ocial platf orm s
T he L2 report evaluates the digital strategy and performance of 427 consumer brands with active social media
strategies across nine industry verticals including Activewear, Auto, Beauty, Beverages, Consumer Electronics, CPG,
Fashion, Retail, Watches and Jewelry.
T he report also accounts for the maneuvers individual platforms were making, noting that Pinterest, while

traditionally emphasizing social commerce, recently launched retargeted advertising. T witter has gone in another
direction, following Facebook and Instagram in framing itself as a platform for video advertising.
Snapchat was named the "gold standard for rapid ad innovation last year," and the report made mention of its six
new creative formats for brands, and the launch of its first API. Brands flocked to Snapchat last year, despite
struggles with content creation that bends to the unique demands of the platform.
And Instagram's widely publicized aping of the Snapchat user experience has actually paid dividends, mostly due to
scale: Nike's most watched Snapchat video garnered 66,000 views, its very first Instagram Story accrued 800,000 in
its first 24 hours.
Instagram's change in its Newsfeed algorithm to mirror parent company Facebook's was a big focus, and L2 noted
that the change correlated with a marked decrease in organic reach on the platform.
China was also another focus of the Social Platforms report, mostly by way of making contrasts between Chinese
and American brand and consumer behaviors. T he report noted that messaging from and with brands is much more
warmly received in China than in America, with homegrown WeChat leading the way.

"T here's a big difference in the way Asian and APAC consumers respond to celebrity brand endorsements than US
consumers do," Mr. Neufeld said. "Historically within Asian countries, there has been a focus on brands
corresponding to lifestyle and affluence.
"T herefore, the practice of celebrities endorsing brands is widely accepted and embraced," he said. "T his is evident
when Hollywood movie stars make a fortune doing sake ads in Japan."
"What's interesting is that celebrity endorsements of brands have also been traditionally important in the UShowever,
the Internet has brought an era where everything is driven by price and convenience. Brands are losing more and
more market share and consumers think less of brands than they do product types, and I think that you will continue
to see that distinction diverge, brands having more impact in non-US markets than in US markets."
T he report also waxes on the quandary of localization for brands on social media, which, while an honest
endeavor, requires a significant amount of creative and financial investment. L2 mentions Dove, Garnier and
Pantene as brands who have successfully fractured their social media presences into localized chunks.
Winners and los ers
L2 listed a number of winners and losers on each platform, segmenting its focus to different strategies within each
platform. For example, the report noted H&M's adroit use of mobile-optimized video to announce its H&M x Kenzo
collection on YouT ube and Snapchat, using the latter's Discover ads and sponsored lenses to court millennials.
T he report also praised American Eagle's repositioning through it's #WeAllCan campaign, which aimed to attract
older millennials instead of its tried-and-true exchanges with the teen market. It did so through adept use of
Facebook Canvas video ads, a presence Vice Media and Refinery29's Snapchat Discover channels, and celebrity
influencer relationships on Instagram.

"It's a secret sauce as to why one social media campaign is a success and the other is a failure when they are using
equal components of celebrity endorsement A versus celebrity endorsement B," Mr. Neufeld said. "As people
become more and more jaded towards celebrity endorsements (especially in the US markets), success is
dependent on whether or not the social media campaign is viewed as being authentic.
"T hat is a hard thing to measure as some celebrities are viewed as more authentic and others as more commercial.
In this case, success is based on the particular nature of the post, the context of the post and the relationship that
particular celebrity has with their fans as being viewed as more or less authentic."
All of this is a mere sampling of the findings within L2's report, which can be partially accessed here.
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